TRAVEL CALABRIA, Via Nazionale 52/54 - 88060 Badolato (CZ), Calabria - Italy;

WEB: www.travelcalabria.com; E-MAIL: info@travelcalabria.com;

Contacts: +39 0967 811547; + 39 333 2570322

DISCOVERING CALABRIA THROUGH THE TASTE
5 DAYS/ 4 NIGHTS - 3 STAR HOTELS • FARMHOUSE
DAILY DEPARTURES
BADOLATO • SQUILLACE • SERRA SAN BRUNO

from April to June / from September to October

Day 1: Benvenuti in Calabria. Arrival of the group at Lamezia Terme airport and
transfer to own accommodation. Welcome drink. Rest of the day at leisure. Dinner
and overnight.
Day 2: Buffet breakfast. In the morning you will enjoy a 3 hrs walking tour of
BADOLATO, an old medieval village perched on a hill at 250 mt. above sea level.
Visit of the Monastery of “S. Maria degli Angeli”, the Church of Santa Caterina, the
Church of the “Immacolata”, and the Bell Tower. Short stop for a tasting of local
products at a "catojo", a typical local wine cellar. In the afternoon a visit of a
vineyard with wine tasting, followed by a dinner based on local food. Return to
own accommodation and overnight.

Day 3: Buffet breakfast. Today, you are going to cook! In a local restaurant of
Badolato, you will cook some typical Calabrian food followed by lunch. Then you will
go to SERRA SAN BRUNO, home of the famous “Certosa di San Bruno”. Guided tour
of the historic center and the its Churches. Return to the hotel and time for relax.
Transfer to a local restaurant of the old medieval village of Badolato for dinner.
Return to own accommodation and overnight.

Day 4: Breakfast. In the morning we depart for the "Archaeological Park of Calabria"
for a short visit to the ruins of Skylletion, one of the most important cities of Magna
Grecia, surrounded by old olive trees. Visit of the old town of SQUILLACE, situated on
a hill at 344 meters above sea level, also known for the "craft of pottery and ceramics.
Lunch in a farmhouse of PIETRAGRANDE. Relaxing time on the beach of Pietragrande.
Transfer to Badolato, farewell dinner and overnight.
5 Day: Buffet breakfast, check out, transfer to Lamezia Terme airport and end of our
services.

WHAT’S INCLUDED?
 ACCOMMODATION IN A 3*** HOTEL /FARMHOUSE
 TRANSFER FROM/TO LAMEZIA TERME AIRPORT TO

 HALF DAY EXCURSION TO SERRA SAN BRUNO
 FULL DAY EXCURSION TO SQUILLACE - PIETRAGRANDE
 GROUND TRANSPORTATION BY DELUXE

THE HOTEL IN BADOLATO

 3 HRS GUIDED WALKING TOUR IN BADOLATO

MOTOR

COACH WITH AIR CONDITIONING

 WELCOME DRINK

 SERVICES AND TAXES INCLUDED

 DAILY BUFFET BREAKFAST

 MULTILINGUAL TOUR

 4 DINNERS (DRINKS NOT INCLUDED)

 ENTRANCE FEES

 3 LUNCHES (DRINKS NOT INCLUDED)

 WINE TASTING ON BADOLATO HILLS

 1 COOKING CLASS LESSON

 MEMBER TOURIST CARD

NOT INCLUDED:
Daily Departure(s)

 TIPS, DRINKS, PORTAGE, EXTRAS
 MANDATORY CITY TAX (1.5-3 EURO, PER PERSON PER
NIGHT)

 EVERYTHING THAT IS NOT MENTIONED UNDER
“INCLUSIONS”

Periods: from April to June & from September to October

Double/Triple: € 490 per person
Single: € 590 per person

Calabria is characterized by various settlements, towns, and villages
often dating back to the Middle Ages, or arising from the various
groups (Greeks, Romans, Byzantines, Normans, Arabs, Angevins,
Spanish, French), who have lived in this area of southern Italy as a
result of various rulers over the centuries.
All have left their cultural heritage and history, visible in the
architecture, Mediterranean traditions of Calabria, peasant rituals, and
religious holidays, and also in the products and dishes that retain
qualities from past times.
Each group has left, in a different way, an indelible mark on the
cousine and Calabrian food, which today is valued all over the world.
As evidence of this, there are various spices and many flavors present
in Calabrian food: oregano, wild fennel, mint, peperoncino (hot
pepper), cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg, etc. Calabria's food heritage,
therefore, is a trip across centuries, with clear examples that explain
how to enhance the many culinary traditions and use the various food
resources produced from the land to satisfy, above all, family and
personal needs.
Calabrian cuisine is a multifaceted culinary tradition with a particularly
impressive collection of desserts and with rituals for dish preparation
and conservation of local products, in most cases related to ancient
religious, rural, and sea cultures.

Terms & Conditions:
*Prices are in Euros, per person for specified package, in specified room type.
DOUBLE: Based on 2 adults sharing one room - (1 Queen/King -OR- 2 Individual Single/Twin Beds as per clients request)
TRIPLE: Based on 3 persons sharing one room - (1 Queen with 1 Single Bed OR 3 Individual single beds as per clients request, confirmed at the time of booking
SINGLE: Based on 1 person sharing the room - (1 Single Individual bed OR 1 Double Bed depending on availability)

Hotels used on Tour or Similar
Pansini Hotel Resort - Agriturismo Zangarsa
Hotels listed are based on availability, and are confirmed at the time of booking.

Terms and conditions apply as published catalog tour. Contact us for full booking details, policies and terms and conditions.

